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CASE STUDY:
DISTRICT
DASHBOARD

About this Case
Study
Note: A Constituency/District Dashboard can also be replaced by a Dashboard for Municipal Corporation or
Local Administration, and a combination of multiple district dashboards can be used for Chief Minister
Dashboard as well.

This Case Study is of a constituency in the Indian state of Telangana, certain names have
been anonymized based on the instructions from the respective client. This document is to
be considered confidential and used only for private circulation, as it has not been approved
by the respective client for usage or distribution.
This Case Study shows how Artificial Intelligence driven Decision Support can unravel
complicated understanding of policies and recommend actions that need to be taken on a
hyperlocal (ward/village/locality) level.
The results of these recommendations in the context of this case study are yet to be seen and
measured in terms of impact, but their acceptance and their revelations show the potential
of a transformation.

Purpose of this Case
Study
The purpose of this Case Study is to show how Data Driven (and AI Enabled) Decision
Making on a Hyperlocal level (level of ward/village) can lead to much more effective
decisions, that eventually lead to better policy execution, higher impact on the citizens, and
improved satisfaction of the citizens.
It is to show the importance of such decision making, especially when driven by the unique
systems created by Sapio Analytics.
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Background of the
Product
Short brief
A local administration tends to take hundreds of decisions every day. Further, there are
multiple departments in a local administrative body such as healthcare, education, water,
irrigation, agriculture, etc. to name few. For a policymaker, it becomes difficult to track the
status of each activities happening within their jurisdiction as well as the performance (against
promised key result areas and performance indices) of each department
Furthermore, it is important to analyse the problem areas and key issues within those
departments and schemes so as to resolve it.
Therefore, Sapio brings a hyperlocal constituency dashboard with an objective to:
Intelligently extract the data insight by integrating the data points of multiple departments
within a government ecosystem, on a hyperlocal level.
Ensure smooth functioning of the district administration, by empowering the citizens as
well as the policy makers.

Modules
Social media based sentiment analytics
Indices Generator and Calculator
Word cloud analytics
Predictive analytics
Performance tracker
Recommendation engine
Domain / Area / Department categorization
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Key Features
Each of the constituency / districts, when combined together, can lead to
creation of a State level dashboard. Therefore, scalability is one key feature
Dynamic Dataset
Infographic output
Downloadable reports
Ease of use
A MIS Dashboard comprising of the summary of different initiatives
Real time audit and identification of key problem areas
GIS based mapping
Hyperlocal analysis (right up to the block level)
Effective Decision Making plus Data Driven Backing of Decisions made
Usage of blockchain for ensuring transparency, accountability and feasibility
for land records (if required)

Methodology
1. Secondary research to understand:
District level hyperlocal plan
Department level understanding
Demographic details
2. Continuous input parameters from the authorities with regards to:
All the departments
Requests made to the policymaker
Assurances made by the policymaker
Tracking of multiple correspondences by the policymakers
3. Visualization platform for the data points collected
4. Drawing insights from these data points to understand:
Performance & Status of the work in the said department as well as the
hyperlocal plan (Mandal, GP, Municipal Corp)
5. Predictive Analytics to understand the requirement as well as foresee the issues
which may occur in future
6. Recommendation engine to provide suggested policy measures across those issues
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Outcome
Transparency in key decisions
Digitized records for future generations
Increase citizen connect and outreach
Enhancing the confidence of the community and seeing a
direct impact on them
Better effectiveness of policies
Overall improved performance at all levels

Case Study: Problems prior to the
Product Introduction
Prior to the implementation of the solutions, the major problems being faced by the district,
through the constituency leaders, were identified as follows:
Accountability Issues: No understanding of how various policies are performing
across villages of the district. Overall data was available but performance was not being
measured on a district level. This led to lack of accountability amongst the staff
responsible for the same.
No Knowledge of the Pulse of the citizens: The MLA of the Constituency is also a
senior leader and wanted to have direct pulse on what is going on with the citizens of
his constituency on a ward level. This would have helped him sharpen his plans and
promises moving forward.
Plethora of Schemes across Departments across Divisions and no way to see them
together: The constituency level administrators and leaders wanted to see various
schemes and policies across centre and state, that are being implemented through
various departments, and their status and level of impact on their citizens. By seeing
everything in one place, they could understand the ground level situation better. Until
then, they had to go to various different websites to see the status and look for reports
from different departments, making the process cumbersome and not in real time.
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Confusion about what the next day’s (or next week’s) focus should be: The
administrators wanted some guidance on where they should focus next, to make sure
their objectives are reached. They needed to be told that a particular scheme in a
particular village should be a key focus for a particular week, so that the overall
objectives for the achievements of targets can be achieved.
Support in Identifying Unclear Gaps: It was realised by them that there are schemes
that are achieving what they are supposed to do, as per the numbers, and yet there are
overall gaps in the satisfaction level of the citizens. It’s a common problem- things
seem to be happening and despite that impact is limited. They needed support in
finding the root cause analysis of why such gaps exist.
Help in making the next set of Policies or improving the current ones: Due to
complicated nature of understanding why there are gaps with real impact on citizens,
and the complexity derived out of hundreds of active schemes/decisions interconnected
to each other, knowing what needs to be done next is not easy. They needed support in
helping make the right decisions on a village or ward level. They were making
decisions prior to this, but the decisions were not customized for the villages, and it was
found that the impact was low. Hence, something more customized on a hyperlocal
level was needed.
Speed in Decision Making: This was clearly identified to be a major problem. Despite
the advancements, it always took time to come to a decision. Sometimes, decisions
need to be backed by reports for acceptance by all stakeholders which takes time; and
sometimes, decisions were delayed because of late understanding of the situation. They
needed something that can back their decisions, something that can be more prompt and
real time than anything else.
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Solutions for their Problems
The overall product was proposed as a solution for all the problems faced in this particular
case study.
Besides providing solutions to the identified problems, the product provides more
intangible and tangible benefits to the client. One specific area identified for economic
growth of the region was agriculture.

How the Dashboard started creating
more Accountability
The dashboard provides clear scoring for performance across different schemes in different
villages. The scoring is a function of expected outcomes and overall impact of the said
outcomes.
With the scores available to the administrators, they know who is performing and what is
working. In an intangible and unofficial manner, our review with the team on ground shows
that this has led to better update of data on the required places.

This shows how the dashboard shows important Key Index data on a hyperlocal level
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This shows how success and performance data is known on a hyperlocal level

Solutions for their Problems
Collecting more data, being responsible for ensuring clean data, and making sure data
driven actions are happen is a clear sign of increased accountability. Performance of certain
schemes have also improved over time, especially the schemes under the Agriculture
domain.
Here is a news article which demonstrates high accountability, even on the level of small
tasks (the case study does not claim a direct correlation, but simply reflects cause and
effect):

This is a screenshot from a news article
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How the Product solved the Problem of
knowing Citizens’ Pulse
The product was also used to know the pulse of citizens, as knowing how they have been
impacted acts as the basis of what decisions need to be taken in an area.
In this case study, on-ground survey was not taken but we did rely on data coming from
onground administrators, who collected data as per our recommendations, thus helping us
know more about the pulse of the citizens. No satisfaction or perception analysis was done,
though our product has the expertise to do the same as well.

This gives an analysis of parameters (eg Khariff and Rabi procurement data) identified as critical
parameter to track to understand the citizens) that matters most to the citizens of a particular
mandal within a district, so that respective plans can be made
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Proof of Impact
The measure of impact of how well our products have understood the pulse of citizens and
then conveyed the same to the administrators responsible for action, can only be done by
conducting citizen surveys that have not been done yet.
Hence, there shall be no tangible proof of impact created in this category, in this case study.
Intangible proof can be seen in the increased ease in data collection from citizens in the area
or low impact of COVID-19 even in the second wave, showing a citizen mindset willing to
cooperate with the governments.
The case study is a work in action, and the results of this impact shall be seen in form of
results of local elections or perception analysis of the citizens about the existing
administration.

How the Dashboard helps in seeing
various schemes together
The dashboard excels in presenting important and relevant data, in a way that the
complexity arising out of multiple schemes and departments are handled.
There are a total of 24 active departments with multiple schemes running in each
department for this case study. And all these schemes impact the citizens on a local level.
Here are some screenshots of the same:
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This shows various departments and how they have been performing on a hyperlocal level

The above screenshots show various ways in which different schemes
are presented in a single dashboard on a mandal level
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Proof of Impact
The screenshots above show how this district, that has impact from many departments and many
schemes, was able to get all dynamic data in a single place.
The screenshots are the proof of success of this feature of the product. Another proof of impact is
that this dashboard now becomes the single point source of major data for the leaders of the
constituency in which this district falls.

How the Product tells what to focus on
next
Using real time data, the product is supposed to recommend what are the main areas of “interest” at
that moment. The area of “interest” can have variable duration for focus and action.

Screenshot showing which department needs to be focused upon in the context of the mandal and
which scheme should be the key area of interest.
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Screenshot showing the focus on constituency level
This can be used by the administrators to know which department or scheme officer to call and take
updates from, in the context of either the entire constituency, or a particular mandal within the
constituency.

Proof of Impact
By knowing which area to focus upon on a short-term basis, effectively in real time, the leaders can
know what to target when addressing members of a particular village, or when speaking to the local
administrators of that region.
This increases performance of the local administrators and informs the leaders on what points to be
kept in mind for the coming day or week.
The measure of increase in performance can be seen the successful execution of schemes such as
Rythu Bandhu, there are numerous articles around the same independently evaluating the scheme
especially in the said constituency.

How the Product identifies Gaps that
are Unclear
The analytics allows the products to identify various gaps that are seemingly unclear.
For example, despite Rythu Bandhu being heavily successful in various regions of the said district,
there are issues of irrigation and poor productivity. Rythu Bandhu is a scheme to incentivize farmers
and helps significantly in solving agriculture woes. When seen independently, Mission Kakatiya, the
scheme to help in irrigation, also seems a success in various areas. And despite the same, some areas
were projected to face irrigation issues.
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This is because policies are inter-related, and when seen with human eye and mind without
AI driven analytics, these correlations and how they can come together to achieve the main
goal do not come across clearly.
Our product was able to give a clear direction:
In a particular mandal, try and achieve x% completion of the Rythu Bandhu scheme, so that
Mission Kakatiya at y% achievement can lead to successful impact on solving the worries of
the farmers of that region. These numbers can be different for the neighboring mandal,
depending on the kind of land distribution and preferred crops.
The numbers are hidden above, but this is an example of how gaps were identified.
And, now actions are being taken according to the suggested gaps. We hope to solve major
problems of the farmer by use of this intelligent method of identifying how impact is truly
made.
Here are some screenshots of outputs driven by the system that gives clear targets on a
mandal level of how many farmers to reach out to, for a particular policy. This micro-level
planning makes sure that the scheme in question can contribute to the overall desired goals.
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Screenshot showing how a particular scheme needs to be targeted based on their existing status as
well as their relationships with other schemes, as well as the overall target to help the farmers
through all agricultural schemes. Here the recommendations go the level of clusters.
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Screenshot showing how certain schemes need to target amount and farmers across various
mandals, for their effective impact driving outputs

The screenshots shared here are of the back-end calculation, shared for the purpose of this
case study, to be able to present how this gap identification works. This is only an example
in the context of agriculture, especially significant for this case study
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Proof of Impact
The proof of impact of this example needs to be seen by the end of the financial year, when
an evaluation of ground water levels and overall productivity is made. As of now, farmers
getting what they require in the region covered under this case study, despite undesirable
rainfall, intangibly shows that knowing gaps can help in better execution and impact of
policies.

How Policy Making is impacted with
speed in decision making
There are multiple policies that have been recommended by the product for this case study.
Some examples are from the health department. For example, it was found that certain
schemes of pregnant women are not being made aware to certain communities or
demographics, which could be a function of miss due to minor mismanagement. And, due
to such schemes, the overall quality of health of the newborn is getting impacted leading to
their increased health issues as they grow. This was particularly found with a policy called
KCRKIT whose supply chain needs to be worked in some regions and specific hospitals in
the area. All these decision recommendations are provided as part of a real time dashboard,
making sure decision making is eased

Proof of Impact
Many of the said recommendations are being considered by the policymakers and
decisionmakers in the context of the specific decisions. Schemes like KCRKIT has already
drastically improved impact on the citizens and it is expected that their reach will be higher
with some of the decision making offered through our systems. The tangible impact of the
same is yet to be measured.
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Conclusive Summary for the Case Study
The Case Study shows that major problems identified at the start of the project are solved
directly using a Data Driven Decision Support System. Though the extent of impact is yet
to be measured across certain areas, it shows that better data collection has become a norm
in the region covered under the case study.
This major administrative change will create a culture of excellence over a period, leading
to improved efficiency in policies and schemes that are being executed, increased
accountability of various officers and other responsible administrators on a hyperlocal
level, as well as recommend new decisions and policies by identifying issues and problems
not visible to human eyes and minds.
Some examples of success have already started getting formed, as mentioned in this case
study, and much more is expected in the coming year.
Overall, happier citizens with higher income and quality of life is the result of the use of a
data driven decision support system powered by artificial intelligence.
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